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TUESDAY
Spartan hocky team splits
two game series with
Stanford.
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Bruce Herschensohn brings his views to SJSU
US. Senate hopepl criticizes government
BY SEAN COOPER
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

TARS MURPHY SPARI AN DAR

Republican U.S. Senate candidate Bruce Herschensohn campaigned
Monday at the Student Union Amphitheater. After a brief speech, Herschensohn answered questions from the audience of about 250.

Republican candidate Bruce
Herschensohn brought his bid
for the U.S. Senate seat to SJSU
Monday, addressing a mixed
crowd of 250 supporters and
opponents in the Student Union
Amphitheater.
Herschensohn, who worked
for the U.S. Information Agency
under former President Lyndon
Johnson and was a speech writer
for former President Nixon, is
running against Democrat Barbara Boxer for the six-year Senate seat of retiring Democrat
Alan Cranston.
Republican Bob Wick, an
SJSU graduate who is running
for U.S. Congress, came out to
support Herschensohn and
spoke of reforming Congress.
"The problem is the U.S.

Congress incumbents:’ Wick
said. "It’s time for the people to
take back the government:’
Wick said he also supports a
balanced -budget amendment
and tei in limits to ensure an effident gwernment and that he is
in favui of "fair, not free, trade:’
Herschensohn, who came to
the podium amid cheers from
supporters and jeers from nearly
40 protesters, commented on the
need to trim down the government and return to an individualistic philosophy of social welfare.
"I’ve plagiarized my beliefs from
those who founded this country,"
Herschensohn said. "The federal
government should be a last resort,
not a first calling lately it’s been
a first calling."
Herschensohn added that
increased welfare spending is

indicative of a government with too
much control over social issues.
In a format reminiscent of last
Thursday’s presidential debate,
Herschensohn then opened up
the floor to the audience, fielding
questions on abortion, education and defense spending.
Responding to what he
believed to be a Si billion discrepancy in education funding,
Herschensohn said that, if elected, he would work to "abolish
the Department of Education,
because it only creates a giant
bureaucracy. We need to keep
education dollars in California
to spend on California students!’
When asked if his strident
individualism extended to the
issue of women and abortion.
Herschensohn argued that his
pro-life stance isn’t reducible to
one individual.
"I’m pro-life, but let me tell
you why:’ he said. "A woman
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does not have four ears, two
mouths and four eyes. There is
another being to take into
account!’
Herschensohn also addressed
the need to sustain defense
spending at a level which not
only preserves jobs, but preserves international authority.
"1 don’t want to give the perception around the world of a
nation in disarmament:’ he said.
"Faced with a guess (of how
much to fund defense), and
I
that’s all it ever is a guess
will always go too high rather
than too low. Because the consequences of being wrong are the
end of this country!’
The visit was sponsored by
the Associated Students’ Political
Awareness Committee and the
College Republicans.

DoWhatDoing converts garage
into multiethnic, multimedia show
BY BRIAN WACHTER
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

"DoWhatDo" peaked with dancers and
skaters and fighters, mostly from SJSU, graband the audience
bing onto each other
and boogying to the "Conga" on top of the
Market Street parking garage Saturday night.
Three huge TV screens reproduced the
human snake that danced its way down the
well-lit runway, beneath the triangular scaffolding which supported the screens. The concussion, caused by a couple hundred feet coming
down simultaneously on the roof, shook the
steel and concrete structure as emcee Robert
Keefe cried out, "Everybody touch one another;
everybody DoWhatDo’:’
Art is usually thought of as one-way medium; one party creates and another consumes.
This is exactly what creator Joel Slayton wanted
to avoid with "DoWhatDo’
"Not just the performers, but everyone from
the security agents to the audience participated:’ said Slayton, an SJSU fine arts professor.
The show brought together Mexican, Brazilian and East Indian dancing with skateboarders, lowriders, motorcyclists, martial artists and
fencers. All were reflected in images on the
screens above center stage. Computer-generated
graphics complemented the images; during the
East Indian dancing, an ever-changing
Rorschach blot made of smoke flowered in the
night sky above the performers.
"The cultures of Silicon Valley and the technology of Silicon Valley came together here
this is a representation of Silicon Valley:’ said
Jon Bender, the show’s video editor and an SJSU

tine arts graduate student.
"You would absolutely never see these people
together normally. People are usually caught up
in their own little worlds," said audience member Lone Bow ness.
"DoWhatDo’ breaks down racial stereotypes:’ creator Slayton said.
"DoWhatDo" started as an information theory developed by cyberneticist Gordon Pask to
describe conversation and learning systems,
Slayton said.
Slayton used it as a springboard to create a
performance in which an exchange occurs
between artist and audience.
That the exchange was sometimes confused
seemed to be part of the unrehearsed act of
"DoWhatDoing."
"The technology was confusing, but it was
well -represented because technology is confusing to most people, anyway:’ said viewer Mike
Lourdeaux.
"The show was entertaining and confusing
because our cues didn’t come through the
sound system:’ said materials engineering
senior Scott Jewhurest, a self-described "psychotic participant in this visual cornucopia of
chaos:’
"It was innovative but at times confusing
because of sensory overload:’ said audience
member Kerry Lindell.
The give and take of "DoWhatDo" had its
final formal moment when Slayton received a
bunch of roses after the show, then proceeded to
give each one to a crew member, the final flower
going to one of the two San Jose Police officers
stationed there.
SCOTT SAOYSPAR I AN DAILY

People gather around three giant screens on top of the Market street garage in downtown
San Jose Saturday night to watch DoWhatDo, an outdoor, interactive, drive-in theater.

Computer cult offers students wealth, spiritual energy in exchange for money
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Its been called a destructive
cult. Its leader, Frederick (Rama)
Lenz, has been called the "Yuppie
Guru" because of his focus on
computer science and the importance of a plush lifestyle.
He’s been accused of using
mind control techniques teaching his nearly 200 devoted students to empty their minds
through meditation, depend completely on him, sever family ties
and give him thousands of dollars
a month for "spiritual energy"
Some former female members
have even claimed sexual manipulation.
This group is currently accepting new students.
And it’s here at SIMI
Beginning last Tuesday, what was
billed as a "Free Meditation Workshop ... designed for people under
29" was held in the Associated Students Council Chambers. Another

’He’s taking
advantage ofpeople
who don’t know any
better’
Jordan Bobrow
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meeting is scheduled for tonight.
Posters and advertisements
promising "the secret of life" have
also been spotted at De Anza College, Stanford University and San
Francisco State mentioning no
connection with 42 -year-old
Lenz. Only during the workshop
does the instructor mention an
"enlightened teacher" named Zen
Master Rama, who claims to be
one of only 12 enlightened beings
currently on the planet.
Dozens of former students, like

18 -year-old Jordan Bobrow of lowing a spiritual path, a mental
Palo Alto, as well as parents of discipline which is not undercurrent members, psychologists stood by mainstream Western
and groups like the Cult Aware- culture.
ness Network, CAN, say Lenz is
Lenz himself, in a July seminar,
just in it for the money.
opposition.
denounced
his
"lie’s taking advantage of peo- "They’re sick. They’re just sick,"
ple who don’t know any better:’ he said. "They’re like Operation
Bobrow said. Bobrow has been Rescue."
involved with Lenz for nine years.
But if his group is entirely
While criticisms steadily emerge, above reproach, critics wonder
current members of the group why secrecy prevails, such as
icurce former students of lying.
found in the following facts:
"They’re just hitter because
The local workshops are not
they’ve had a negative experi- advertised in connection with
ence said Lisa Lewinson, spokes- Lenz or Rama. Student teachers
woman for Lenz.
are hesitant and even defensive
"It’s just a campaign against when questions about connecreligious choice Lew inson said of tions with a larger organization
groups like CAN and Lenz - are broached at the workshops.
Watch, a group of parents whose
le Meeting with Lenz is by
adult children are involved with invitation only. At the Rama semiLenz.
nars, the invited guests can’t get in
Devotees do seem very sincere without first signing a release
and say they’ve made a spiritual form, but they are refused a copy
choice in the name of "freedom of of the form they have signed.
They are told the form is only
religion." They say they’re just fol-

for insurance purposes if a guest
trips over a chair, for instance, but
the form, which the Spartan Daily
has obtained, mentions nothing
of that nature. Instead, it releases
Lenz and all his employees from
everything he has been publicly
accused of doing.
"My attendance of the ASI
(Advanced Systems, Inc.
one of
Lenz’s company names) Student
Pi ogram is entirely voluntary, and
any changes that I make in my
personal life, lifestyle, choice of
career, place of residence, personal associations or any other matters ... are made entirely of my
own free will ..."
Lenz’s security team sweeps
the seminar rooms for bugging
devices before the Rama meetings, according to a staff member
of the Four Seasons Hotel in Beverly Hills where his gathering
assembled in July. This could not
be confirmed by Lenz’s representatives. Doors are shut, and no

waiters are allowed in the room
during Lenz’s talk.
According to members, Lenz
doesn’t accept personal checks or
credit cards for tuition payments.
Only cash or cashier’s checks are
welcome.
II Students only communicate,
even with each other, by message
systems. Times and places of
Rama seminars are not given out
to most students until about a
week before the meetings.
August’s meeting was scheduled
for San Francisco, but was suddenly changed to San Diego
according to Lenz-Watch.
II And if Lenz’s whole purpose
is for spiritual enlightenment,
critics question the emphasis
placed on monetary gain.
At the July meeting, nearly 80
percent of ’,OIL’S talk was on the
importance of making at least
$100,000 a year in computer pro See CUL7 OR CHURCH?, Page 3
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Vote yes on measure A
air.
Measure A is of particular
importance to SJSU students
considering that only about 6 percent
use university housing. The vast
majority of students commute, many
for long distances around the Bay
Area. With Measure A, students
would have much better access to
alternative transportation.
The big benefit of Measure A is the
rail extension to BART. The
proposed extension - which would
be located right near campus - is the
one missing element in the tie-in of
San Jose to the whole BayArea.
A yes vote on Measure A would
create a means for students to save
time, money, air quality and even
sanity by staying off the freeway.

the view of the
Throm
i ommuter, going to SJSU can
e a depressing experience.
The traffic is wicked, the
smog is overbearing, and the parking
is too expensive and often nonexistent.
But all this can be eased with the
passage of the new Measure A. The
initiative would provide expanded
light rail and Caltrain service and
introduce a rail extension to BART. It
would also synchronize traffic lights
on the Santa Clara county
expressways and upgrade transit
service and some roads.
All these proposals would greatly
improve the livelihood of not just
SJSU, but the entire Bay Area. It
would also reduce the traffic burden
for students, encourage public
transportation use and clean up the

Trust me, I’m a journalist
e’ve all seen those pit
bulls in Chihuahua’s
clothing. Journalists, so
they say.
In the name of veiled truth and
info-tainment for all, the Geraldos of
this world chew sources to unrecognizable piles of mush, feuling up for
the next juicy story.
The scum.
J’m so glad I’m not as those other
journalists are. I’m a sincere seeker of
pure fact, you see, without taint of
malice aforethought.
Usually.
On my night-shift internship
recently. I listened to the police scanner, the static, the routine traffic calls.
It gets a little boring around 9:30 after
you have finished your main story.
two obits and a festival preview. I’d
done all the research in the library I
could do and the only things around
to read were the "1987 California
Penal Code" or "Mushrooms of North
America"
So, I made my nightly cop checks
calling all the police and fire
departments on my list (a list titled
"Piggies and Marshmallow Roasts" in
not my title,
my computer
although I like it quite a lot).
"Nothing to report" is the standard
response except for the guy who
thrills to tell me about the potato
skins he just ate.
Nothing to report. Sure. They’re
just holding back all the good stuff, I
thought. East Palo Alto? You know
crime like
there’s crime over there
Don Corleone has never seen the likes
of.
0th. Some action on the scanner.
Excited male voices break through the
static over bleating sirens and ask for
backup engines on an attic fire.
Maybe I should go over there.
Maybe it’s a story. No. So far no
injuries have been reported, no
deaths, no burn victims. Too bad.
Too bad? Heavens to Edward R.
Murrow, what am 1 saying? I want vie-
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Angela Hill

World On My
Shoulder Pads
tims?
Have I mutated, become one of the
pack with drool oozing off my teeth at
the thought of disaster? Do I just want
that grisly morsel to bury in my clipbook?
We’ve all seen that reporter out
there. A private citizen, not seeking
fame or fortune, gets wrapped up in a
"news" story and becomes a feast on
the reporter’s buffet table, rare and
succulent. Flashes blind the eyes and
microphones bump the nose.
So far, I’ve never done that. It’s
scary and it’s inhumane. But will I?
Maybe after enough riots and attic
fires, my feelings will have hardened
like epoxy.
I’ve got to keep the faith. I must
remember my inspiration, my reason
for loving investigative reporting, my
Nancy
patron saint of snooping
Drew.
honest, sterling
Yes, Nancy
motives, cool friends. She inspired me
over all my years to knock relentlessly
on every wall in every house where
my family moved.
Never did find that secret passageway leading to evil, but not very violent, criminals and save the world.
Maybe never will. But I’ve got to keep
those high ideals up there.
Wonder if Geraldo started out that
way.
Angela Hill is a Spartan Daily staffcolum
rust. Her column appears Tuesdays.
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There is no room in this world for prejudice
I was nine
years old my
(When
family moved to
Las Vegas. We
knew we were only going to be
there a year so we rented a
town house in a nice looking
complex that seemed a safe
distance from the Strip.
It turned out that we were
one of three white families in
the complex, and the rest were,
um, Africans in America. We
were to learn very quickly that
racism is a two-way street. My
brother was young enough that
the other kids his age didn’t
care what color his skin was.
Those who were more "grown:’ however, began to differentiate. I had a moderately difficult time making friends all
my sister, who is older by a
year, had a rotten time.
One day my brother and
one of his friends were riding
their bikes on the loose gravel
driveway that ran behind
row of houses, and his frit
fell and cut the top of his head
pretty badly. My brother ran in
to get my dad and we all carried his friend back to his
house. I will never forget my
father knocking on the door
with these people’s bleeding
child in his arms, and I will
never forget the way they
looked at him when they
answered it. Who is this white

man touching our child? They
grabbed their son up and shut
the door without so much as a
thank you.
Prejudice, as I said, can
work both ways.
I have been a minority and I
know very well what it feels
like. I was lucky enough to
leave a year later; most minorities are minorities for life. But I
learned a painful lesson and
learned it well. I guess their
prejudice was rooted in two
things. First, of course, we were
different. Second, all their lives
they had heard how all us
white bastards had treated
their ancestors and even their
parents. So I guess they were
angry at us.
I don’t think anyone should
forget how terribly the
African-Americans were treated, or anyone else for that matter. They were far from the
only ones. And I don’t blame
anyone for getting angry about
it. It makes me mad too. But
let’s face it, some people like to
be angry. Now what good is
anger without a target? And if
white people were the source of
the anger, then why not let
white people be the target? So,
because of my ancestry, I am
grouped with white bigots past
and present. That sounds an
awful lot like racism to me.
But the more intelligent

complaints of the AfricanAmericans are concerned with
the here and now. They complain that there is a very definite separation between blacks
and whites. Well that’s true
enough, but the sad fact is a lot
of, er, Africans in America are
doing more to strengthen
those barriers than to break
them down.
Before he took a vacation
from politics, Ross Perot got
into some hot water for
addressing a crowd of AfricanAmericans as "you people"
What he said was wrong, but
"it’s-a-blackthang-youthe
v.ouldn’t-underst a nd-it" stance
taken up by the likes of Spike
Lee certainly isn’t helping anyone, black or white, to stop
thinking of African-Americans
in different terms.
Leading black activists all
the way down the line have
cried out for a world where
people are judged by what’s in
their hearts, not by the color of
their skin. I agree with that
wholeheartedly, as does anyone
with any conscience at all. But I
wish to hell people would listen
to the words of these great
men, instead of putting them
up as figureheads, symbols of
the fight for liberty. It is just as
wrong for an African-American to talk about whites as
ignorant, paranoid bigots as it

Christopher Baum

Campus Viewpoint
is for an Irish-Mongolian to
talk about African-Americans
as fried-chicken-and-watermelon-eating athletes who
can’t read or write but sure can
dance.
No
reasonable
person
would suggest that any ethnic
group should abandon either
its history or its culture. But to
draw "us and them" lines based
on ethnicity is just dead wrong.
It does nothing to heal old
wounds and in all likelihood
just adds another generation of
struggle to a war that should
have ended generations back. It
is a war that was started by a
small group of white men a
long time ago. It should never
have been started at all, but
there isn’t a damned thing anyone can do about that now,
except make sure it never, ever
happens again.
What we can do, and must,
is end it. Right now.

Christopher Baum
treslinninl1USIC

Coming out of the dark to enjoy a sunset
weeks before a
/wo
new president is
elected and two
weeks
before
I
explode onto to the world of
bar-hopping legally, I’ll be 21
on election day. Unlike most
American 2l -year-olds I’m
not going to get drunk and
beg for buckets at my toilet.
For my birthday my
boyfriend, Michael, is going to
give me a sunset, and then we’ll
have dinner with my family.
I’m not drinking because alcohol happened to impair my
judgment one day, leading me
to the hands of a rapist.
Everyone always thinks,
"that will never happen to me."
You hear stories, but pay no
heed. I never thought I’d be a
statistic until it was too late. As
the typical college student I
started to party hard.
I’d love to go to parti, s on
the weekends just to drink. I
wouldn’t just "cop a buzz". I
was fiat out drunk. I’m not saying alcohol is bad. It was just
had for me. Alcohol can he
quite pleasant, like a fine it d
wine with a dish of cannelloni
or a toast at a party.

I went to a fraternity party know that at the time. We
with a few of my friends. Of started discussing football.
Damion kissed me and told
course, we had started to drink
beforehand as much as we me he liked me. I was feeling
could to get the ultimate buzz dizzy and wanted to leave, but
before the party. It was a huge he refused to walk me home, I
gathering with a band. I knew was afraid to call UPD because
quite a few people there, so Damion said I would be
that made the atmosphere charged as a minor under the
more exciting. The band start- influence. (Now I know that to
ed playing too loud, so the be not true.) So I stayed. He
police came and broke up the proceeded to assault me, but I
couldn’t fight him off because
party.
Drunk and senseless, we he was as big as a linebacker.
My whole life was shattered.
went back home, drank more
beer and then returned to the Around seven in the morning
party. There I met a non -fra- while he was asleep, I went
ternity member whom I found home not knowing where to
call
him turn. I was hung over, scared
attractive.
I’ll
"Damion." lie seemed kind and empty, like something had
enough. We started talking been taken from me. I kept
and found out we had much in wishing that today was yestercommon. It was getting late, so day and tomorrow would
my friends went home, but I never come.
I received help from my
stayed to talk to Damion.
We kept talking, and 1 friends who supported me
looked at my watch to see that through days of depression
it was two in the morning. and craziness. I was suicidal,
Damian said he’d walk me but I never told my counselor
home, so I accepted. Instead of for fear of being put in mental
taking me home, we ended up hospital for observation. I’ll
in his dorm room he was rent- always remember my friends
ing from SJSU while attending and love them for being there
San Jose City College. 1 didn’t for me. It wasn’t until I met

Jane Mot ites

Writer’s Forum
Michael that I started thinking
about myself in a positive light
again. He made me realize that
what happened to me made
me stronger and wiser.
Not everyone is as fortunate
as I was after a rape. If I had
not been drinking, maybe I
could have stopped Damion.
Hindsight does not change the
fact that I was intoxicated.
When Nov. 3 comes around
and 1 turn into a legal 21 -yearold, you won’t find me at San
Jose Live! or Katie Bloom’s.
be watching the sunset, enjoying the beauty of life with my
boyfriend.
lane Mantes
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Cult or church?: former students charge mind control, sexual manipulation
From page I
gramming.
"Computer science is very
lucrative. You’re really stupid not
to cash in on it:’ he said. Even
though he has a Ph.D. in English
literature, Lenz recommends
against going to college.
"Why waste all those years to
come out and make entry level
wages, when you can jump to
$100,000 in just a few months
with my computer classes?" he
asked.
This kind of lure is attractive to
young, career-minded people,
said Pricilla Coates of CAN, a
nationwide, non-profit information network.
"These people aren’t stupid,"
she said. "They’re almost always
well-educated and refined and are
used to a nice lifestyle:’

presents himself as a modern
man, casually sprinkling crude
jokes into his talks.
"That’s one reason he’s so
deceptive said Bobrow’s mother
Eileen. "It’s not a group in flowing
robes with an ancient guru. It all
seems very normal at first. That’s
why we were fooled and didn’t
question Jordan’s involvement:’
Lenz was born in San Diego.
lie says he’s been an architect, a
scientist and a spiritual teacher in
other lives. "I’ve had many different lifetimes:’ he said.
In this life, Lenz had always
been interested in the occult and
Eastern religions. He began following Indian guru Sri Chinmoy
in the 1970s.
Lenz started his own guru
career as "Atmananda" in the
1980s, then becoming "Zen Master Rama!’ His group had about
1,000 members at one time until
he "cleared it out" in the late ’80s
after negative publicity when former members began to share their
experiences. Lenz has remained
out of the spotlight until early this
year when he began the new
recruitment drive, now on campus.

Guru for the ’90s
Lenz himself lives part time in
a rental house in Malibu with several Mercedes Benz, Porches and
Bentleys, while former students
say they lived spartan lives, with
only a futon and a tape player to
listen to Lenz’s tapes, even though
they were making six figures a
Sexual misconduct alleged
year.
Lenz said he doesn’t charge
Recent accusations have been
money for his Buddhist teachings, reported in the San Francisco
but former members said stu- Chronicle in July and in
dents pay up to $5,000 a month Newsweek in 1992 of Lenz using
for a spiritual "boost" in addition his leader status in sexual manipulation. Lenz has denied the alleto computer classes classes he
doesn’t teach. 1 us advanced stu- gations saying he merely had sevdents run them and do not get eral "girlfriends who were angry
and upset" when he broke off the
paid.
lie is charging for the spiritual relationships.
Other former members and
energy with which he "empowers"
students, said current student Lenz-Watch have so far unsuccessfully attempted to bring legal
David Gottleib.
About six -foot-four, lanky with charges against Lenz.
"It’s mind control:’ Bobrow
a cloud of frizzy blond hair, Lenz

SpartaGuide
The San Jose State calendar

Today
AIESEC: Meeting, 5:30 - 6:30 p.m,
BC 208, call 363-9843.
MINSTUDENT
BAPTIST
ISTRIES (BSM): Lifestyle Meeting,
noon - 1 p.m. and 6 - 7 p.m., SO
Pacheco Room, call 723-0500.
B.A.S.E.: General body meeting, 6
p.m., ENG 358, call 292-7874
MARKETING CLUB: Hospitality
marketing with the new San Jose
Hilton and Towers, 3:30 p.m., SU
Almaden Room, call 243 3497
THE PREVENTION EDUCATION
PROGRAM CENTER (PEP):
Health Fair, 9 a in 2 p.m, Student
Union second floor, call 924-5945.
RECREATION AND LEISURE
STUDIES DEPARTMENT: Free
Putting Contest, prizes included,
noon, SPX Breezeway, call 279-0188
or 984-6563.

RE-ENTRY SERVICES: Drop-in
Support, 1:30 - 4 p.m., Administration 223, call 924 5939.
RE-ENTRY ADVISORY PROGRAM: Re-entry Support Group,
noon - 1:30 p.m., Administration
223, call 924-5939.
SCHOOL OF ART AND DESIGN:
Student Gallery Art Shows, 10 a.m. 4 p m., Art Building, call 924-4330.
SCHOOL OF ART AND DESIGN:
Tuesday Night Lecture Series, "A
view from Inside: Education and Art
in Prisons," 5 - 6 p.m., Art 139, call
924 4328.
SCHOOL OF ART AND DESIGN:
Student Gallery Art Receptions, 6 8
p.m. Art Building, call 924-4330.
STUDENT SOCIETY FOR TECHCOMMUNICATION
NICAL
(SSTC): Monthly meeting; this
month Professional Technical Writing Societies, 7 p.m SU Almaden
Room, call 263-1379.

said. "It’s not like breaking into
your backyard and stealing your
lawn mower. You can’t press
charges on something so vague:’
Classes run by students
The local classes, such as
tonight’s at SJSU, are taught by
Lenz’s students. Lenz himself only
appears at the monthly gatherings
of students at luxurious hotels.
The meetings are specifically
directed toward "people in their
20s:’ supposedly because a person’s "Saturn return" occurs at age
29 and a half, and they can no
longer be enlightened after that.
But Coates said this age group is
particularly vulnerable to scams.
"People are going through life

Think of
the best
travel
experience
you’ve
ever had...
now try a
better one!
with
San Jose
State
University
Travel Study
Programs
Travel Study is
open to all adults.
You do not have to
attend San Jose
State University to
participate.

changes’: she said. "Starting college, finishing college, leaving
home. It’s in those unsettled times
in your life that you’re susceptible
to these subtle things."
"This is how they recruit people Bobrow said.
"You go to the free meetings
and hear all this nice stuff about
meditation and previous lives.
Then you might be lucky enough
to be invited to meet Rama. Then
you find out it’s going to cost you

money:’ Bobrow said.
Richard Ofshe, a University of
California at Berkeley psychology
professor who has studied mind
control, said a leader figure
"promises people a benefit if they
adopt an ideology?’
"The person will be made to
believe, if they’re not involved
with the group, they will suffer in
some way should they break
away."
Bobrow left the group last year

Tit tilt’ \ I

after Lenz became verbally abusive and contradicted several
was still
statements but he
afraid to leave.
"I thought my life would fall
apart. But it didn’t’: Bobrow said.
Bobrow is currently in exit
counseling twice a week.
"When in the group, I used to
think critics were just lying, that
people didn’t understand. Now 1
know they were right. He’s really
dangerous’: Bobrow said.

tlt tilOst’ tints 11,1Cti tl
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\ .i.’4ert1 Bank Al NI
Need tasli lake srI iii 1 l
in the parking lot by the tudent Union. It operates 24
hours a day 7 days a week. It accepts any ATM card that
heals a CIRRL’S’. STAR SYSTEM’ or PLUS’ symbol Tbcre
it() charge when you use a Great Western Bank Al \ I
card at out \ Ms. To get \ ,,ur card. su npl \ open a chek long
ellak\ .1\ s be there M
account \\ iii s Great W -tern

GREAT WESTERN BANK

If You’re On The Lookout

Europe: Art, Culture,
and Music of the Season
,
Guatemala: A Festival
for the Eyes
The Art and Beauty of
the Cote D’Azur
ittors 11 it:
London Theatre
A Focus on Italy:
The Eternal Images
Got Assisi. Florence. Venice
Pisa, Sena
, tune 23 .luly 4. 1993
Discover Provence

O

MARKETING CLUB ?/.5.34 LAMBDA SIGMA Game
rj LE CERCLE FRANCAIS CAMBODIAI7S. .917

TWANIK
TO ALL OF THE CLUBS
AND ORGANIZATIONS
WHO WORK TO MAKE
THE CLUB DAY /
CARNIVAL A SUCCESS
NEXT IOC MEETING
Thursday, October
22nd, at 2PM in the
A.S. Council
Chambers. For more
information, contact
Tim Danziger,
9 24-6 240 or come
by the A.S. office.

t

N

r24

’MBE ESITANIA
1AI-CHIARSHIJC1,13 ALPHA PHI [DI’Ll’g nVA.

Central and Eastern
Europe
,I
Summer Study in
Florence
The Ancient Treasures
of Turkey
The World in a
Classroom

Spanish Language
Summer Study in
Costa Rica
spolor, I
1 31. 1993
i’t
bon II: July ’
Magical and Mystical
Romania
Egypt and Greece from a
Woman’s Perspective
Deco I ’be% 1993

For a free brochure
and itineraries, call
(408) 924-2680.

For an opportunity to get involved with student
government and make a positive impact on the
student community at San Jose State
University.

...join the Public Relations Board
4 Positions Available!
Vice Chair
Publication Coordinator
University Relations Coordinator
Promotion Coordinator

For more details contact
Roofi Bhure, Director of
Communications, at
924-6240 or pick up an
application at the
A.S. office 3rd Funded By:
floor Student Associated
Union.
Students
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Recycle the Daily daily
and save a tree

San Jose blows away the blues

TAKE CONTROL OF
YOUR COMMUTE
If parking’s a problem for you, let Altrans
show you another way. With 21 direct bus
lines to campus, we can create an
individualized program to meet your
personal commuting needs.
To learn more, call
(Left) Hugo Salinas and his son Dal,.

924 -RIDE
You’ll be glad you did.

Free bluesfestival has people dancing in park

AlTrans

BY JON SOLOMON
spartan Daily stall Writer

Your Alternative Transportation Solution
Fundrd by SJSU Office of Traffic Parking

call today for free all day bus pass
Has this happened to you?
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Blues, brews, barbecues and
tattoos were in abundance Saturday and Sunday at the sixth annual JJ’s Blues Festival at Guadalupe
Park.
The festival was sponsored by
the Southhay Blues Society.
An estimated 10,000 people
from all walks of life were on hand
each day absorbing the sun and
music at the free concerts.
This was the first time that the
concert was free, but refreshments
were anything but free. Beer was
$3 , soft drinks were $2 and food
averaged about $5.
It was ironic the two days of
music played was called the blues
because so many people were having a good time dancing and
grooving to some of the finest in
Bay Area blues music.
Elvin Bishop, who headlined

NO ONE COVERS
COLLEGE STUDENTS BETTER

Heald can guarantee
you will graduate on time!

With the
SPARTAN DAILY,

Heald
0 College
4I

you can reach
over 34,000

x

1-800-950-0559
Jot!) Plarciewni SV1’9 kr..

Fin:1114’0

Saturday, definitely gave the
crowd a good time with his
humorous lyrics about his
whiskey-head buddies, his dog or
having a beer guzzling woman.
With his frayed hair blowing in
the wind, Bishop immediately got
the crowd on its feet with some
boogie-woogie grooves.
Bishop, who’s known for his
showmanship, took his wireless
guitar into the crowd and while
the crowd swarmed him, he still
managed to play some mean licks.
He then waded through the ocean
of people to a booth to get water
while his band played on.
Roy Rodgers and the Delta
Rhythm Kings also cooked up
some red-hot blues Saturday.
Rodgers has undoubtedly mastered the slide guitar to perfection.
Rodgers and his band played
an updated version Mississippi
Delta blues along with some boogies and shuftles.The band also
did a hip cover of Robert Johnson’s "Walkin’ Blues:’ The crowd
just couldn’t get enough of his
playing, so he came back and
played a barrage of awe-inspiring
guitar licks.
Joe Louis Walker and the
Bosstalkers took the stage next
and cranked out some Chicagostyle shuffles. Walker’s fluid guitar
style was reminiscent of B.B. King
and Buddy Guy. Robert Cray
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101 My keyboard DOS SO
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(408) 247-4444
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chapter at the University of Cal Berkeley.
Gamma Zeta Alpha is a young and evolving fraternity whose
main purpose is to unite men with Latino interests in promoting
academic excellence.

more

information contact:

COMPUTER TECHNOLOGIES
\

The Brothers of Gamma Zeta Alpha
Fraternity would like to congratulate our newest

For
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Herschensohn
met by protesters
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B.B. King.
It’s hard not to compare Cain
to King, based on Cain’s deeply
warm, but gruff vocal tone. Cain
played some articulate jazz flavored blues riffs on guitar, while
his backing band, consisting of
two saxes, keyboards, bass and
drums, laid down the tight
rhythms.
His name is Larry "Arkansas"
Davis, but he wrote "Texas Flood:’
which was later covered by blues
guitar legend Stevie Ray Vaughan
and the title of his first album.

924-3270

ti, I

Name Brand.. .At A Clone Price!
EPSON
Loaded with tircat I cature%.

CA I 0914 WIWI tttlES

sounds like he took few singing
lessons from the soulful Walker.
The sax, trumpet and keyboards
of the Bosstalkers helped build a
big fat tone, which gave room for
Walker to expand on.
Local favorite the Chris Cain
Band headlined Sunday’s bill with
its Memphis-style blues grooves.
Cain’s looks are somewhere in
between Frank Zappa and Leon
Redbone,
he sings a lot like
_ but
_

Dni 1
..ipelra
Advertising

0 RECESSION BUSTER!!!
1 -YEAR*
ON -SITE
WARRANTY!

PHOTOS BY DAVE MARSHALL SPARTAN DAILY

Justin D. Williams isn’t quite ready to play the blues on the harmonica.

students & faculty.

A nonprofit college accredited by the
Western Association of Schools and Colleges

A.A.S. 1)ila...4.

Ken Miller, Scott Lohr, and John Chille(with instruments).Salinas and son were at the festival all day

I

f Irty Garcia Frottorto Rodriguez
Junior Jormwv

WEDNESDAY!
ivAssociated Students
Program Board prescitis

\
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Wednesday
Nite
Cinema

se

NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ALCOHOL AWARENESS WEEK

CTOBER
20

TUE.

TOMORROW

Community
Health Fair
900AM-2:00PM
Student Union
Middle level

As the Bell Tolls
Normal School Bell

4:30-6:00 PM
Spartan Stadium

r,.:1/4*. -s

21 WED.

TODAY

P.E.S.S.T.
Prevention Education
Street Survival Tactics

971-6867
279 8407

’441 WAYNE’S
ID

SJSU DJs
Controlled Drinking Experiment
South Side Student Union
11:00AM-1:30PM
UPD- CHP
P.E.S.S.T.
Prevention Education
Street Survival Tactics
4:30-6:00PM
Spartan Stadium

FOR MORE IMFOR
CALL 924-594

October 21
PEP-CENTER

$2.50, Student Union
Ballroom, 6 &Born
st 05014 705515 1.1.7.A0V AVALIABIE FOR ONLY SIOI
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BY KERRY PETERS
spartan Daily Stall Wnter

Republican U.S. Senate candidate Bruce Herschensohn’s campus visit was met by protesters
Monday.
About 20 people, both members and non-members of SJSU’s
Students for Choice, held up
signs like "Pro Choice, Pro-Environment" and "Keep Abortion
Legal" throughout the speech in
the Student Union Amphitheater
to show their disapproval.
Ten to 20 Clinton and Barbara
Boxer supporters and members
from "Concerned Citizens:’ a
community group, also attended
the rally. Boxer is Herschensohn’s
Democratic opponent.
Protesters were peaceful and
relatively quiet, but occasionally
shouted remarks like "Let women
decide for themselves" when Herschensohn spoke on issues of
abortion and women in combat.
"We are here to protest silently
that women have rights and that
we need to decide" said Negar
Nematollahi, a political science
sophomore and member of "Students for Choice."
"They (the speakers) are close
to me (physically):’said Nematollahi, "but they are so far away. 1
know they are all blocking me out
right now."
Herschensohn referred to the
protesters as his "opponents" He
commented that he was glad they
were there, saying, "This is what
America is about!’
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Spartan hockey pushes Stanford around
SJSU wins one out oftwo games in
weekend series against league champs
BY MARIA C. ROSE
Spartan Daily StaliWriter

MARVIN FONG - SPARTAN DAILY

Stanford’s Bill Sutherland(#1 ) and Gregory Sands(#18) get tangled up with SJSU’s Kevin Fitzgibbons(#23) in the third period of Friday night’s
hockey match at Golden Gate Ice Arena in Redwood City. Stanford, ranked near the top of the Pacific Collegiate Hockey Association, won
Wednesday’s game 5-3. SJSU came back to shutout the Cardinal 6-0 the following night.

The Spartan Ice Hockey
team split a two-game series
with last season’s Division I
champion, the Stanford Cardinal, this weekend at the Golden
Gate Ice Arena in Redwood
City.
After a close 5-3 loss to Stanford Friday night, the Spartans
dominated the Cardinal in a 60 blowout Saturday night.
"Friday we lost, but we put
fear into Stanford for Sattuday’s
gamer SJSU Head Coach Ron
Glasow said.
First-year
Spartan
rightwinger Jay Kowalczyk, a
transfer student from New Jersey, overpowered the Cardinal
with four goals on Saturday.
Center Elliot Chung assisted
the first two goals.
"He has a real knack for the
net," Glasow said of Kowalczyk.
"He has signs of real leadership’
In Saturday’s game. the
Spartans played for a total of 13
minutes in the first period with
a player in the penalty box.
Center Cody Smith scored a
shorthanded breakaway goal to
help build up momentum
against the Cardinal.
"Cody put the nail on the
coffin" said SJSU center Martin
Denis.
Stanford forward Mark Benning was given a two-game sus-

Classified
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor Is
there any guarantee Implied. The
classified columns of the Spartan
Daily consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
BUILD OUR BUSINESS IN YOUR
native land without leaving home.
Choose Mexico. Guatemala,
Panama & Brazil. Will train. Well
capitalized. Call 1-800484-9991
ext. 7500 for preview information.
CNA International.
PEW: STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
Office visits. teeth cleaned and
xrays - no Plage.
SAVE MONEY and you TEETH
Erroll nowt
Fa brochure see
AS. Office or Call 8000553225
?? ARRANGED MARRIAGE ??
Was your spouse chosen fix you by
your family, church, govt or other?
Contribute you stay for a corned&
ton of case studies of arranged
marriages. If accepted, earn $50.
stipend. Confidentiality guaranteed.
Weal prof. mese w/exc. refs. Write:
3790 El Camino, Box 112, Palo
Alto, CA 94306. Ind. dar phone M.
$5,000,000. MEDICAL /HEALTH
Insurarce co.erage for students
thru Blue Cross of California.
Rates as low as $22. per month
Also eyelid* are:
PrrerlancY Plan
Dental plan.
1133 Saratoga Ave, San Jose
(408)252 7300.
WANTED:
PSYCHOLOGY VOLUNTEERS
Reach out 3 hors per week
no a Commtnity Friend, planar*
social support to those who
Vtle trap
endue mental if
408 4360606.
AFRICAN CONNECTION
BOOKSTORE
Books, magaer es. tapes and
unique gin terns.
Hours: TUBS. tfru Fri. 16 on.
Sat. 10-6 pm. & Sun. 11 4 pm.
463 S. Basixrn Ave. San .bse
4062793342.
OPEN BIBLE. THE ACTS OF THE
sinful nature are obvious: sexual
immorality, impurity and debauchery, idolatry & witchcraft, hatred,
discord, jealousy. fits of rage, self
ish ambition, dis.sensions, factions
& envy, druniteness, orgies, & the
like. I warn you. as I did before.
MS those who Ike Ike this wit not
inherit the kirgdorn of God. But the
fruit of the sprit is love, pi. peace,
patience, kindness, faithfulness.
gentleness, and self-control.
Agars* such things there is no lee.
S. Cha, P.O. Bee 160315. Cuperti
no, CA 95016.

AUTOMOTIVE
AUTO QUOTE. CALL 2462101.
Pb orator obligation.
GOCCI drNer rate available.
with minimum of 3 years
driving etherenoe.
Mores Mon. ttru Fri. 9 - 5.
Sat, by appointment Call after
hams at 3770529. Ask for John
Allstate Insuranne.

CHEAP! FBI / U.S. SEIZED
$203.
89 Mercedes
$50.
86 VW
87 Mercedes
$103.
65 Mustang
$25.
Choose from thousands start $25.
FREE Infarnabon.
24 Harr Ha1ne.801-3792929
Copyright I CA29K1C

Phone: 924-3277 II FAX: 924-3282
EARN $1,500 WEEKLY mailing our
circulars! Begin nowt Free packet!
SEYS. Dept 15, Box 4000,
Cordova. 7N. 380184000.
NOW HIRING
Full & Pat Trne Positrons
Throughout Silicon Valey
To $7.50 per hour
(Depending on experience)
GRAVEYARD/WEEKEND
AVAILABIUTY A PLUS
Apply 8 am. --4 pm.
Monday - Friday
American Pintective Services
2041 Mission College Blvd.
Surte 150, Santa Clara
EOE M/F/H/V since 1944.

AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Sorame
Special Student Rlograms
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Greirt Rates for Good Drivers’
"Good Rates for Non-Genii Drivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Stulent"
’Family Mutbcar
THE OPORTUNffY OF THE 90’S!
CALL TODAY
Expandng a business in Northern
2965270
California. Working independently
FREE QUOTE
No jossi F -P13 OBLIGATION
lute time or part time with unlimited
income potential. Products are
Also npen Saturdays A 2.
stated-the-art. If interested, please
call (415)513.5509.
ELECTRONICS
WEEKEND REA MARKET HELP
Travel! Glamour! Excitement! All
COMPUTER FOR SALE: 286-20.
that & money, tool Some
Fully loaded: SVGA. 2 FOS HD.
adirtional indocr, weekday work
upgradeabre. $650.
Ito. Mark 9844003.
available.
(415)966.1713.

GREEK
FRATERMTY / SORORITY INS.
Clip V a notioe
We insue nore fraternities &
sareties than any local wasurance
bicker. If you have had difficulty
cbtankg competitive hability
and properly aserages.
call (408) 252.7300.
HELP WANTED
40 OPENINGS!
Insentory
$6(X) per hour.
We need 40 people for irwentay
jobs on Tues. Oct. 27, Mon. Nov.
2, & Tues. Nov 3. No letting - just
counting If you are evadable to
work any of these days. cal
OLSTEN TEMP SERVICES
for an appoinerrentl 2464220.
3550 Stevens Creek Blvd.
PART-TIME/FLEX HRS. SALES
/picture positron at software man
ufacturer company. Good commu
matron skills required Contact
Beneta at 408/2980828.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES for
motivated students. Learn ?torn the
fasted growing company in the
industry. Earn $9k $18k in one
season while managing 6 - 8
employees. Call California Univerai
ty Painters. 14004009332.
DELIVERY DRIVERS /1. CASHIERS
DAY & EVENING SHIFTS AVAIL
Good payl Must he reliable and
had working. Apply n person.
Pasta Mkl Restaurant
2505 N. Fast St. or call 4357300.
CHILDCARE TEACHERS NEEDED
part time tor licensed quality
schoolage childcare pregrarn.
Please apply 820803 Ake; Dr.
Cupertino - Northwest YMCA.

$16.00 PER HOUR SALARY
Telemaneurs; / Capeassing
Lawn aerators
Weekends & Esenings.
Start Sattrday - Paid Monday.
(4081732-444 3.
$7.00 PER HOUR JOBS
8 hour shifts /Part or Fulkrne
DAY. SWING OR GRAVE SHIFTS
Excellent benefits. We train.
Pb experience necessary,
WEEKLY PAY
Credit mon
Special pts to $8.50 per hour
Apply: 8 an. 5 pm. Monday - Friday
Vsegurad Security 5*Mo:es
3212 Sae Blvd. Santa Clara
Near 1018 San Tomas & Oat
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
’Teachers & Suhstrertes.
*Medical / Dental Benefits.
Sick & Vacation Pay.
Emplayee Childcare Credit.
’Employee Referral Bonus.
Now tang for before and after
school age chin care programs
and preschnel moans.
Minimum 12 inits ECE
or related course work
(i.e. elementary Ed. a recreation).
Also hing credential students or
equivalent to work wire, private
elementary as instructional aids
We are offenng FT. PT, split shifts
and flex hotrs for students.
Cal (404) 213743213
for an ntervIew
or further nfamation.
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
Make money teaching English
abroad. Japan and Taiwan. Make
$2,000.-$4,000. per month.
Many provide room & board
other benefits! Financially and
culturally rewarding! For Intonation
al Employment program and apple
cation, call the International
Employment Group: 206-632-1146
ext./6041.

POP SYSTEMS HAS JOB openings
n hghtedi computer industry. Cal
(408) 944-0301 for interest in
a full-time account executive or
part time shipping / receMng clerk
pontion.Excellent opportunity
POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE! for marketing majors or any
Many positions. Great benefits. graduattig senor.
Cal 1.8003333737 ext. P3310.
51.000./wk. FT or $300./wit PT.
Expanarg my company n area.
Sales/ngmt. pokers avail
Call Paul at 4089720406.

pension for slashing Denis in
the jaw in the middle of the
third period.
"He got me real good:’ said
Denis, whose jaw was temporarily dislocated.
The Cardinal had 37 shots
on goal compared to the Spartan’s 27 shot attempts. SJSU
goaltender Mike Bruins was
credited with Saturday night’s
shutout.
On Friday night Spartan
rightwinger Jay Kowalczyk
scored two power play goals in
the second period, tying the
game 3-3. But Stanford was
able to come back with two
goals in the third period to win
the game.
"They caught us on defense
and we got burned:’ said SJSU
assistant coach Ed Gabel after
Friday night’s battle. "It looks
like Stanford walked away with
it, but SJSU dominated the
gamer
Stanford and UC Berkeley
were listed at the top teams in
the area for the Pacific Collegiate Hockey Association,
according to the October issue
of A merican Hockey Magazine.
But SJSU beat IX Berkeley
last weekend 11-2 and after this
weekend series split, SJSU leads
Stanford with a four goal differential.
The Spartans’ next game is
at UCLA Friday at noon and
Saturday at midnight.

SERVICES
MASTER DORMS, 2 full baths, 6
closets. 2 blocks from SJSU.
Underground parking, laundry 1000’s OF SCHOLARSHIP SSSs
room, BBQ area, pool table, ping available. Recorded message gwes
pong table. Free cable TV. details. (408) 754 1418.
148 E. William St Mow in bonus]
TUITION ASSISTANCE.$29 B. In
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT Call Cindy at 9470803.
aid available. Free nformatco
- fisheries. Earn $600.+/week an
about vennng money tor educa
canneries or $4.000../month on NOW RENTING! 2 BDRM./2 BA.
Um. Ask about or, guarantee.
fishing boats. Free transportationl spacious apartments starting at
Room & hoard! Over 8,000 open $700. per month. Security gate. 408-26135232 or 800-743.6762.
wigs. Male or female. Get a head Off street parking. Call Dan at
start on next summerl For employ- 295-5256 or come by State House STATE FARM SELLS HEALTH INS.
Operations and hospital rooms
ment program call 1.206.545 Apts. caner of 11th and William.
cost a lot more than you think. Cat
4155 ettt A6041.
QUIET ROOMS AVAILABLE me today for details on State Farm
hospital surgical nsurance:
1 block from campus. Suitable for
PART TIME SALES
Judy Duro&
Pick your own hours. High earnings faculty, staff or graduate students.
7364204.
Month to month. Call 2931735.
potential Service sets itself
Grand floor opportunity in new Si
based Cusiness. 2958496
LOOKING FOR A FEMALE WRMNG & RESEARCH Services.
roommate to live with a hancy Term paper & thesis preparation
6200.- $500. WEEKLY
capped man as a personal COM- and assistance. All subjects. Quoit
Assemble products at bane.
panton. If you are interested, call tied writers on every topic. Editing
Reverting Resumes. ESL students
Easy! Pb sehrg You’re paid direct. Brian at 29E32308 after 4 on
welcomed. Work guaranteed.
Fully guaranteed.
Emergencies a specialty. Fast,
TIE ROOMPMTE SERVICE
FREE Information - 24(5’s, hotline.
Largest selection.
satisfactory service. Improve your
801-375k2900.
grades! (Berkeley) 510-841-5036.
Copyrght I CA2915DH.
Low Cost. Fast results.
3410 Stevens Creek Blvd.
CASH FOR COLLEGE!!
Open Mon.- Sat.. 11 am. -7 pm.
*Scholarships & financial ad
241.5510.
HOUSING
available regardless of gedes or
LARGE 2 BORM DUPLEX UNIT. WILLOW GARDENS APTS. parents mane! *Oar 303010
scholarships totaling $29 billion!
85S. 11th St. $800. x deposit. Minutes from San Jose State.
Walk to university. Living room, Spacious 2 bedroom apts. with 2 *Average of 1CO sctrces of schot
arshre, fin. ere & grants n each
kitchen, bath & shower. Side yard. full baths, neat for students and
Front porch. Cal Gary 971.4515 or roommates. Swimming pool, 40 page report! ’Call for free nfo.
18009440066 est 7620.
saunas, weight room and club
293.4091. Not a party house.
house. Quality living at a reason
ELECTROLYSIS CUMCII
TIRED OF UVING ON CAMPUS? able rate. Ask for student disorient.
Unwanted har rernosed *reser.
Erry garden style apartment bang 1750 Stokes St. (408) 99110300.
with ION rents and be deposits.
Specialist. Confidential.
Devisable or you own probe.
10 mettles firm SJSU campus.
1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
247-7486.
TIMBER WOOD APARTMENTS
with all electric When, dshwash
or, air conditioning gated ccwered 335 5 Baywood Av. San Jose, Ca.
5784800.
paining and at site kende,.
780 S. 11TH STREET APTS. Be& and airy. Quiet nice lor staff.
1 hdrrn./1ba. $595. 2 txlms/2 ta. OK fa two. 1 block fran campus
start $745. Available now. Walk or
From $600. / month.
WHERE DO YOU wow TO GO?
ride bike to school. Ample palming. Aspen Vintage Tower. 2974705
Mexwo, Europe, U.S.?
garage evadable Seared entrance.
Make your Chnstrnas plans now
Cable TV avail Laundry facilities.
LARGE CLEAN QUIET
Call tor be airfares.
Remodeled, roomy & very clean. 2 bdrm./2 bath. Gated pa, age.
Arlene: 408 997-3647.
Cal Manager 2889157 or N. mug $690. 529 S. 10th 13. 9854098.
GREEKS & CLUBS. RAISE A COOL
51,000.(X) In just one week! Plus
$1,000 for the member who cast
kid a free headphone rado just for
calling 14009320528, act 65.

TRAVEL

BRECKENRIDGE SKI TRIP
Jan. 1319 ski Colcrado powder.
6 nights / 5 days at price $589.
5 rights / 4 days bus pace $375.
Trip ncluees condo with kitchen.
fireplace, hot Si), and lift tickets.
For more information carted
SJSU Ski Cita:, president.
Todd Smith at 77139250.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVIC
Word Pruces_saig. Tem Papers
Theses, Graduate Work, APA &
Turabian. Desktop Publishing,
Graphic Desgn & Layout
Laser Output
Satisfaction Guarardeed.
V. I. P. Cruelties
Near Oak:lege Mat
3639254.

WORD PROCESSING

WORD PROCESSING
Oterwhelmed by reports
to be typed?
RELAX a, LEAVE THE TONG TO MI
Graduate & urdagrad. Resumes
term papers, theses, letters, etc.
24 hou turnaround on most work
Appourtnent necessary.
Call Anna: 9724992.

EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science and English papers / theses our specialty. Laser printing.
Free spell check and storage.
APA. Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Cal Paul or Vrgnia 4062510449.
I HATE TO TYPE!
If tho got your attention,
gram yourself a break.
Let me do It for you!
Free park i.p arid densely.
62.00 per page.
Call John 9088354.
PERFECT PAGE PUBUSHING
Resumes, newsletters. bens.
promotionals. papers, theses
Student discounts.
’Creative Saar:ins for Every
Desktop Riblishing Need."
To 9 pm. (408)997-7055.

CALL UNDA TODAY!
For experienced, professorial won
prcoessng Theses, term papers
group projects etc. All formats
noticing APA. Quick return.
Transcrotton and Fa savces
available. Almaden/Branham arm
Pone 2644504.
WHEN THE BEST
IS ALL YOU NEED.
Papers 52/98 and up.
Laser pnntee - Macntosh
ENGUSH PROBLEMS A SPECIALT
Spell and Grammar Check.
Open every day until 8 pn.
408/254-4565.

SANTA CLARA Sedetriml Senna EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS
Science and Englis(i papers / Us
9134.2268 Near SCU
ses our specialty. Laser pnntire
Teen papers, Casinos. Etc.
Free spell check and storage
AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED APA. Turabran and other format
Word Processing! Theses, term Resumes, editing, graphic
papers, Nursing & g,roup protects. and other services available
resumes. letters, manuscepts, etc. Masterson’s Word Processint
Word Perfect 51. HP Laser Jet An Cam Paul or Virginia 4082510445
pacts.
formats plus APA.
I HATE TO TYPE
..tion and grammar assistance All
,Jork guaranteed! Says $55 with If this ea your attention, gram your,
Referral Dfscounts1 For worryfree. self a break. Let me do it tor you!
dependable, and prompt service,
Free puck up, arid delnen. sz.co
call PAM 247-2681 18 a.ns8 pm).
per page. Call Arne: 99118354

DAILY CLASSIFIED-ADVERTISING THAT WORKS!
Print your ad hare. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
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Ad Rates: 3-line
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56
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57
61k,..
SS
r,. ’vi. arklitiondi

te,

minimum
Two
Days
$7
58
$9
$10

Please chock
flaw
Days
$9
$10
$11
512

Few
Days
$11
$12
513
514

Rya
Days
$13
$14
515
$16

After the fifth day, rath111101111411by $1 per day.
(1151 Ilne
spaces) in, laid Flee ofthat9e
( it,to s aldnional words available in bad Sr $3 each
SEMESTER RATES
3 91ineS: $7a 10 14 lines: S90.
15-191ines: $110

inis

t

4 ,ut

/

your classification:
Z.o :ode

Send check or money order to
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jos* State University,
San Jose, CA., 95192-0149
t. lassifk)d desk skyx dted Dwight Fklifel
Rooni 209,
Deadline. Two days before putisratii in
All ads are prepaid.
) (sines utive publications dates only MI No refunds on cancelled ads.
II QUESTIONS? CALL (400) 924-3277

Ant curlier,. a
- Automotive
tlectronks
Fa Sale
Grp*
- Help Wante. I
- Housing
-- Lost and Found
- Services
Travel
__, Tutoring
Wad Piocesung

Priced To Entice

Authentic Mexican Food
SAN PEDRO

lhe Recycle Book
Store offers used and
new txxiks at pnces that
will entice your readine
passion Science fiction anu
fantasy books we our specialty but
we also carry CD’s, tapes, and recoids I he
Recycle Book Store not only sells books at
unbelievably low prices. they’ll buy your usal
hooks and recycle them for new readers
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7TH
5TH

Mori !hot lOsio Own, F ik Sal 10ani-lOpm. Sunday UmAnn
I Sawa
rbeiween lot k
IKiwniown San lose

5TH

OPEN LATE
TILL 3:00 am
Thurs, Fri,
and Sat

10TH
1

11TH

10% Off W/Student I.D.
(except backpacks on sale)

C & M. BACKPACKING

#5 La Huasteca Taquerla
#6 Kinko’s

#3 Impact Bicycles
#4 San Jose Live!

#7 Recycle Bookstore

JanSport
*Caribou
*Eagle Creek

*Outdoor
*Sunglasses

-

FREE
DELIVERY

BACKPACKS

litAVES. PAcK5
owe
JanSport
MEI

#1 C&M Backpacking
#2 Rock ’N Taco

w / purchase of $10
or more Coll 993-8230

481 E. San Carlos St. (between 10th & 111h) 297-9777

CASE ’N’ l’OIN’F
Got a little time On your hands? Then do something about it. Don’t just sit there reading the paper.
Get up, take a little walk. ( oisc downtown and
have a cup of coffee while you watch all the people
walk buy with their expensive suits and gold watches
while you think to yourself how great it would be if
you could finally payoff all your debts and buy your
own gold watch. So, come on down and take a look
around and see the other side of reality - all fir the
price of a cup of coffee.

COMMUNICATE IN COLOR
COLOR LASER COPIES
’Presentations
’Displays
’Charts & Graphs

’Transparencies
*Sales Flyers
*Copy From Slides
Pki

SJSU BICYCLING HEADQUARTERS

INT I

Cycles and Fitness

SJSU
Professional Service/ Repair

COLOR
COPIES’
the copy center

252 /821
1821 Surciaga Ave I
295-4336
93 E Son Combos Si
Canto of Saratoga &
Lawrence Express Way I
I Across From McDonald’s
. EXPIRES 10/31. .

.

Oct. 21
5 - 8 p.m.

.
mertainment extrayagerim 7 bdy
,ve. Video AtiAde Pool Tables Baits. Basketball Cau.
,pails Programming lunch & dinner, nightly dancing &
omotions, dueling S.ng-a-long Piano Players Line
crtsrt...,; iierlainment & More II s 3 nightclubs arid a restaur
,mo one and a virtual playground tor kids ot all ages,
11,
lire a break trom the books and come to the party at San

1

7

RACES, HUMAN BOWLING, HUMAN DARTS 411(117101P

DANCE PARTY

through
Oct. 25

San Jose landscapes

An exhibition showcasing the work of New York artist and San Jose State instructor.
Altoon Sultan. I ler paintings focus on the architecture of older neighborhoods
throughout downtown and the campus community. At d.p. Fong and Spratt Galleries,
383 S. First St. Gallery hours I la.m. -6 p.m. Tuesday - Thursday, I I a.m. - 8 p.m.
Friday and Saturday, and noon - 4 p.m. Sunday.

through
Nov. I

Come Back to the 5 & Dime,
Jimmy Dean, Jimmy Dean

BUSTERS

DATING GAME & LADIES NIGHT
COLLEGE FOOTBALL

NFL

Arts Alive!
San Jose Museum of Art

PUMC!,

SINGING WARS

BUT, THAT’S NOT ALL...
BLADDER

NIP 11111

Spend your Wednesday evenings strolling through galleries, sampling a gourmet buffet
and listening to great live music at the Arts Alive! weekly concert series. This week.
enjoy chamber music performed by Obtainium Sphere and catering by II Foniaio
restaurant. Admission is free for museum members and $5 for non-members, at the
museum, 110 S. Market St. For more information, call 294-2787.

TWE SHOUT.
MODERN ROCK

Clothing and Accessories

terronliMaa#18811fe#M11111.1111111101,1

kinkoss

a

4th Street

140 El Paseo de San Antonio
297-6760
(across from campus, under the Collinades)

2/Jib

While Pop,

TRICYCLE

The

Colonnades

ACTION

.

Wr.:

SellulddVS
.day

& Monday

’r.’73it
THE ULTRAVIOLETS
MCCARTY & COMPANY

ri

st*I1E1
at Ow lowilion

CALL 294-LIVE FOR RESERVATIONS OR MORE INFORMATION!

San Jose Stage Company presents this funny and touching play about the 20th reunion
of the James Dean Fan Club. Student tickets $11 - $15.
Performances Wednesday - Saturday 8 p.m. and
Sunday 2 p.m. For tickets, call 283-7142.

Call the San Jose Downtown Association’s 24-hour FYI
line for upcoming events at 295-2265, Ext. 483. For a
free pocket-size Downtown Directory or Fall Money
Saver Coupon Book, Call 279-1775.

p
SAN JOSE DOWNTotAN
ASS(WIATIO \

JosesrweMP,

worwereeMmit’’

